The Illustrated Veterinary Encyclopedia For Horsemen
Synopsis
Take better control of your horse’s health and be able to communicate with your vet. This book is written for the lay person, yet is technically accurate. A comprehensive work to be used in diagnosing what is happening to your horse, it covers everything from A to Z—anatomy, body systems (nervous system, respiratory system, etc.), conformation, injuries, diseases, shoeing, and much more. You will be prepared to diagnose anything! This book has a unique question-and-answer format that makes it easy to find the answers you need. There is a large glossary; an extensive index, and over 1,000 photos and illustrations.
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Customer Reviews
This book is excellent. It is written at a level for the new 4-her to understand, yet detailed and advanced enough for the Veterinary Medicine student to use in her studies! I have owned this book for 11 years and it is my favorite. It helps the owner to understand ailments, anatomy, treatments, etc. Well worth the price!

GREAT book, very informative. Every horseowner should have as many of this series as possible. Will be ordering more of the books in the series. Definately a must have. Can’t say enough!...

If you want the real deal without someone trying to sell you something hear it is right on the money. I know of schools that use this as a text book. Good stuff
both items were exactly as described. excellent value for the money. would gladly recommend to anyone who asked. thank you

This us a neat older book with a lot if information . Its a great book for reference. Its huge
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